If like us you are lucky enough to have an apple tree, you probably have an abundance of apples right now and you're wondering what to do with them all... Every year we have the same problem - too many apples all at the same time. What makes things worse is the variety of apple our tree produces, do not store too well.

Anyway if you have an abundance of apples, or you have found some going cheap at the store, I highly recommend you check out the crockpot apple butter recipe below. Everyone loves apple butter and it's a great way to use up and preserve some of those apples. If you don't have a crockpot, why not? This Crock Pot 4-1/2-Quart Slow Cooker costs just $16.99 on Amazon. Once you get a crockpot, you'll wonder how you ever managed without one.

Crockpot Apple Butter Recipe – No Sugar Added!
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